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DUO-TONE NXT

Material:

Polycarbonate – robust and lightweight 

TSA lock Smooth rolling twin-wheels

A well-designed conversation starter for your 

business flight. Sports dual colour blocks for a 

contemporary look. 

COLOUR

KEY FEATURES

NEW

Thoughtfully designed premium interior to help during packing

New! Block colour design theme

Smooth rolling twin-wheels for easy spinning and added stability

Travel Sentry® approved flushed lock, as required by the American Transportation Security Administration

Anti-theft zipper 

Shoe and Laundry pouch

Spinner Trolley Case 67 cm

49 X 29 X 67  

65 ltr

3.9 kgs

Spinner Trolley Case 79 cm

57 X 34 X 79

113 ltr

4.8 kgs

Spinner Trolley Case 55 cm

38 X 24 X 55

32  ltr

2.7 kgs

Arctic Blue / Silver Cherry Red / Silver

0302



DUO-TONE NXT

Material:

Polycarbonate – robust and lightweight 

TSA lock Smooth rolling twin-wheels

A well-designed conversation starter for your 

business flight. Sports dual colour blocks for a 

contemporary look. 

COLOUR

KEY FEATURES

NEW

Thoughtfully designed premium interior to help during packing

New! Block colour design theme

Smooth rolling twin-wheels for easy spinning and added stability

Travel Sentry® approved flushed lock, as required by the American Transportation Security Administration

Anti-theft zipper 

Shoe and Laundry pouch

Spinner Trolley Case 67 cm

49 X 29 X 67  

65 ltr

3.9 kgs

Spinner Trolley Case 79 cm

57 X 34 X 79

113 ltr

4.8 kgs

Spinner Trolley Case 55 cm
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32  ltr

2.7 kgs

Arctic Blue / Silver Cherry Red / Silver
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TUBE NXT

Material:

Polycarbonate – robust and lightweight 

TSA lock Smooth rolling twin wheels

Young and trendy, Tube NXT comes with a unique 

anti-scratch texture for longevity and is perfect for 

all your travel needs. 

COLOUR

Arctic Blue

KEY FEATURES

Unique scratch-resistant texture

Polycarbonate body for high impact resistance, yet lightweight

Flushed TSA fixed lock for worry-free travel

Expander for extra space

Dual wheels 

Multi-pocket functional interior

Spinner Trolley Case 65 cm

48 X 26 X 65

54 ltr

3.7 kgs

Spinner Trolley Case 75 cm

55 X 31 X 75

92 ltr

4.2 kgs

Spinner Trolley Case 55 cm

38 X 23 X 55

32 ltr

2.7 kgs

0504

Silver



TUBE NXT

Material:

Polycarbonate – robust and lightweight 

TSA lock Smooth rolling twin wheels

Young and trendy, Tube NXT comes with a unique 

anti-scratch texture for longevity and is perfect for 

all your travel needs. 

COLOUR

Arctic Blue

KEY FEATURES

Unique scratch-resistant texture

Polycarbonate body for high impact resistance, yet lightweight

Flushed TSA fixed lock for worry-free travel

Expander for extra space

Dual wheels 

Multi-pocket functional interior

Spinner Trolley Case 65 cm

48 X 26 X 65

54 ltr

3.7 kgs

Spinner Trolley Case 75 cm

55 X 31 X 75

92 ltr

4.2 kgs

Spinner Trolley Case 55 cm

38 X 23 X 55

32 ltr

2.7 kgs

0504

Silver



PHOENIX NXT 

Material:

Lightweight polypropylene body 

TSA lock Smooth rolling 4 wheels

A bag that lets you celebrate your 

wanderlust, Phoenix NXT is the lightweight 

partner for all your travel needs. 

COLOUR

Black Teal

KEY FEATURES

Wide body design for maximum packing space 

Robust polypropylene body that’s surprisingly lightweight

TSA fixed lock for worry-free travel

Touch and Go: 360-degree spinner for excellent rolling comfort

Push-button lightweight trolley system

Multi-pocket functional interior

Spinner Trolley Case 65 cm

46 X 27 X 65

60 ltr

3.4 kgs

Spinner Trolley Case 75 cm

52 X 32 X 75

98 ltr

4.3 kgs

Spinner Trolley Case 55 cm

40 X 23 X 55

31 ltr

2.7 kgs

0706



PHOENIX NXT 

Material:

Lightweight polypropylene body 

TSA lock Smooth rolling 4 wheels

A bag that lets you celebrate your 

wanderlust, Phoenix NXT is the lightweight 

partner for all your travel needs. 

COLOUR

Black Teal

KEY FEATURES

Wide body design for maximum packing space 

Robust polypropylene body that’s surprisingly lightweight

TSA fixed lock for worry-free travel

Touch and Go: 360-degree spinner for excellent rolling comfort

Push-button lightweight trolley system

Multi-pocket functional interior

Spinner Trolley Case 65 cm

46 X 27 X 65

60 ltr

3.4 kgs

Spinner Trolley Case 75 cm

52 X 32 X 75

98 ltr

4.3 kgs

Spinner Trolley Case 55 cm

40 X 23 X 55

31 ltr

2.7 kgs

0706



LINCOLN 

Material:

Durable 840 D polyester with twill fabric highlights

TSA lock Smooth rolling 4 wheels

With plenty of space and an intelligent design, 

Lincoln is your answer to packing more and 

travelling light. 

COLOUR

Black Red

KEY FEATURES

Expander for additional packing space

Super-spacious construction for maximum volume

Front pockets for easy and quick accessibility

360-degree spinner for excellent rolling comfort

Stylish push-button trolley for ease of handling

Combination lock

Soldonly by set of 3

Spinner Trolley Case 68 cm

42 x 32 x 69

83 ltr

3.6 kgs

Spinner Trolley Case 78 cm

47 x 34 x 79

115 ltr

4.4 kgs

Spinner Trolley Case 55 cm

37 x 27 x 56

53 ltr

2.9 kgs

0908



LINCOLN 

Material:

Durable 840 D polyester with twill fabric highlights

TSA lock Smooth rolling 4 wheels

With plenty of space and an intelligent design, 

Lincoln is your answer to packing more and 

travelling light. 

COLOUR

Black Red

KEY FEATURES

Expander for additional packing space

Super-spacious construction for maximum volume

Front pockets for easy and quick accessibility

360-degree spinner for excellent rolling comfort

Stylish push-button trolley for ease of handling

Combination lock

Soldonly by set of 3

Spinner Trolley Case 68 cm

42 x 32 x 69

83 ltr

3.6 kgs

Spinner Trolley Case 78 cm

47 x 34 x 79

115 ltr

4.4 kgs

Spinner Trolley Case 55 cm

37 x 27 x 56

53 ltr

2.9 kgs

0908



HAMPTON

Material:

Strong and sturdy 1680 D nylon

With an adjustable laptop compartment and loaded with 

features, this bag quietly attends to your personal belongings. 

While you concentrate on chasing the next big business idea.

Not for catalogue listings.
Limited supply, only as long as stock lasts.

Not for catalogue listings.
Limited supply, only as long as stock lasts.

COLOUR

Black Black

II - Laptop Backpack 

914J120010

H49 x W32 x D24 cm  

H20 x W13 x D10 in

29 ltr

1.2 kg / 2.6 lbs

I - Laptop Backpack 

913J120010

H49 x W38 x D25 cm

H20 x W15 x D10 in  

29 ltr

1.3 kg / 2.8 lbs

II - Laptop Backpack 

911J120XX

H51 x W36 x D23 cm  

H20 x W14 x D9 in  

32 ltr

1.0 kg / 2.2 lbs

I - Laptop Backpack 

910J120XX

H52 x W36 x D26 cm

H21 x W14 x D10 in  

35 ltr

1.0 kg / 2.1 lbs

BARON

Material:

Strong and sturdy 840 D polyester

Ergonomic design with secure laptop protection and 

embellished with perfect organisation. Convenient 

backpacks for those who are always on the go.

COLOUR

1110



HAMPTON

Material:

Strong and sturdy 1680 D nylon

With an adjustable laptop compartment and loaded with 

features, this bag quietly attends to your personal belongings. 

While you concentrate on chasing the next big business idea.

Not for catalogue listings.
Limited supply, only as long as stock lasts.

Not for catalogue listings.
Limited supply, only as long as stock lasts.

COLOUR

Black Black

II - Laptop Backpack 
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H49 x W32 x D24 cm  

H20 x W13 x D10 in

29 ltr

1.2 kg / 2.6 lbs

I - Laptop Backpack 
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H20 x W15 x D10 in  

29 ltr

1.3 kg / 2.8 lbs

II - Laptop Backpack 

911J120XX

H51 x W36 x D23 cm  

H20 x W14 x D9 in  

32 ltr

1.0 kg / 2.2 lbs

I - Laptop Backpack 

910J120XX

H52 x W36 x D26 cm

H21 x W14 x D10 in  

35 ltr

1.0 kg / 2.1 lbs

BARON

Material:

Strong and sturdy 840 D polyester

Ergonomic design with secure laptop protection and 

embellished with perfect organisation. Convenient 

backpacks for those who are always on the go.

COLOUR

1110



UTILITIESCOMFORT

Ensures stress-free, comfortable journeys.

MEMORY-FOAM PILLOW

The pillow as versatile as your business life.

MULTI-UTILITY PILLOW

Blocks all disturbances to ensure sound
sleep.

EYE MASK & EAR PLUGS

Ergonomically designed to give you
proper support on the go.

MICRO-BEADS
TRAVEL PILLOW

Extra softness for extra comfort.

INFLATABLE DOUBLE
LAYER PILLOW

The ideal companion for your one-day
adventures.

DAY PACK

Makes for hassle-free travel.

SLING BAG

For quick and safe storage of travel
documents.

PASSPORT WALLET

The digital and electrical gear
organiser.

CABLE POUCH

For the ever-ready traveller.

EXCURSION BAG

1312
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WORLDWIDE WARRANTY

QUALITY TESTS

HANDLE JOLT TEST

Handles are tested for 20,000 cycles in fully
loaded condition (up to 25 kg.)

TENSILE TEST

Material, seams and zips are tested
up to a tearing force of 240 kg.

ROLLING ROAD TEST

Fully loaded luggage (up to 25 kg) is rolled
on varied surfaces for over 2 km.

HANDLE OSCILLATION TEST

Handles are swung for 10,000 cycles in fully
loaded condition (up to 25 kg).

TUMBLE TEST

Fully loaded luggage (up to 25 kg) is tumbled for 20
cycles - above 100 random impacts.

SHOULDER STRAP JOLT TEST

Shoulder strap is tested for 20,000 cycles in
fully loaded condition (up to 25 kg).

LOCK TEST

Locks are opened and shut 5,000 times.

SALT SPRAY TEST

Luggage parts are tested for oxidation resistance by
exposing to 24 hours of direct salt spray.

ZIPPER TEST

Zippers are opened and closed 1,000 times.

DROP TEST

Fully loaded luggage (up to 25 kg) is dropped on all
sides and corners from a height of 1 m. 

The Company warranties all Carlton luggage for 3/5* years from the date of purchase by the user against manufacturing defects in 
material and workmanship subject to the following conditions:

a. The warranty card and the invoice must be duly filled in, dated, stamped and signed by the authorised dealer (except for institutional purchase).
b. The original card and the original invoice clearly showing the date of purchase must be retained and produced along with the defective piece.
c. The warranty card will be valid only if it is signed and stamped by the Company or its Authorised Dealer.
d. The piece must be delivered to the nearest service centre and taken back from the same centre at the user's cost.
e. The Company reserves the right to repair or replace the defective piece as deemed suitable. 

The warranty is not valid for:
a. Damages resulting from accidents, mishandling, negligence, unauthorised repair, tampering, loss of components or accessories, normal wear and tear, 

 exposure to solvents or acids, exposure to extreme heat / temperature and rain / water.
b. Replacement / repair of attaché case folios and suitcase / trolley case divider flaps.
c. Powder coating, plating of locks, frames, channels and other metallic surfaces.
d. Damages from mishandling and abuse in transit (in case of such abuse, user must immediately file a claim with the carrier before leaving the 

transport terminal).
e. Damage to leather trimmings, if any.

The Company or its selling agents will undertake to repair or replace the defective parts / piece within a reasonable period of time and its decision to the nature 
of defect and the applicability of the warranty is final.
The Company's liability for damage is restricted to the repair / replacement of the defective piece. The liability under this warranty shall in no event and under no 
circumstances exceed the price paid by customer to the Company for the goods detailed in the invoice. This warranty excludes every condition / warranty / 
liability not expressly set out herein.
The locks and security mechanism fitted on the luggage are delaying devices and cannot prevent theft of contents or the luggage. The Company shall not be 
responsible for any consequential loss or damage.

*Check the individual warranty card of the product purchased. 

UTILITIES

Takes care of your toiletries 
while on the go.

TOILET KIT

A multi-purpose
travel bag.

FOLDABLE
DUFFLE

Compatible in more than 
150 countries.

WORLDWIDE
ADAPTER

Expertly designed to
conveniently store all
your toiletries.

TOILET BAG

1514

SECURITY

Keyless protection for your
travel belongings.

TSA 4D LOCK

Ensures safe and secure
foreign travel.

TSA CABLE
LOCK

Protects your belongings
when in transit.

TSA KEY LOCK

For safe and worry-free
travel.

NECK POUCH

The perfect travelling
storage bag.

SECURITY
WAIST POUCH
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